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                     Waterside 2-3-18                                                       Bo Davids 2-7-18 

Sunset Grill 2-14-18

 

 



 

Snook Haven 2-28-18 

 

 

Thank You Robert – Great Pics! 

 

A FEW MISCELLANEOUS PICS 
 

  



 
 

  

 

 



 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



 

 

A WORD FROM YOUR DIRECTORS 
 

WHAT A GREAT MONTH THIS HAS BEEN!  
 

Take a look at some of the pics above.. They pretty much 

speak for themselves. We are having great particpation 

on the rides and events. 

 

 

WE HAVE A GREAT MONTH COMING UP! 

 

We  will be having bowling again this month on March 18. Bowling last month 

was a real blast! We had both the FL2-G Chili Cookoff and the Chapter FL2-A 

40th anniversary party. We had a great time and a great ride. 

 

WE have gotten a booth at the Taste of Punta Gorda Festival this year to help 

us recruit new members. We will have raffle tickets to sell and posters and 

applications and brochures. 

 

The Taste of Punta Gorda will be on Sunday March 11 from 11 AM to 4PM we 

could sure use a few voluntees to help man the tables and answer questions etc 

for proscpective members. 

 

We could also use a couple of good looking Wings to put out front for all the 

good folks to see. If you are interested and willing to volunteer please contact 

Glen email is glen.disbrow@gmail.com or phone: 206-396-0848 

 

Check your membership. DON’T LET YOUR MEMBERSHIP EXPIRE! 

 

mailto:glen.disbrow@gmail.com


 
 

DAVE & JAN BEUKER – A.C.D.  

AND RIDE COORDINATOR 
 

Here we are again with a lot of places that we went too 
under our belts.  Some nice places with 
food and some not so nice which, buy the way, I need 
your input on which restaurants you 
like so I will not schedule it again. 

 
What I wanted to talk about is lane changes. 

 
We do a pretty good job but there are still people 
that change lanes when the tailgunner says that the lane 

is clear. 
 
Here is how we do it. The leader of the group ask the tailgunner for the right or 
left lane. The tailgunner will tell the leader of the group that the lane is clear after 
a certain car goes by the leader. Or he might say the lane is clear at that time. 
Then and only then will the leader of the group will say Group 1 or other group to 
look that way and move that way. 
 
It’s that simple and will work if everybody follows the rules. : Dave your  

Ride Coordinator. 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 

MEC CORNER 
 

BOWLING WAS A BLAST! 

 

Brad is off  taking care of personal business this 

month so we will have to do without his words of 

wisom this month.  Good Luck to Brad. Hope we see 

you back here soon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



MAGAZINE RECRUITMENT:  I  have several  back issues of Wing World. If you 
would pick up a few of these at the Chapter Gathering and then drop a few  off at 
medical, dental or any other business that requires you to wait and read old back issues 
of “Good Housekeeping.”   
 
Please pick up some Wing World magazines with our Chapter’s  business card affixed 
to the cover.  Just grab one from me and leave an issue in their office’s magazine rack 
to help us get out the word.  You could also leave one of your old issues as well. 
 
RECRUITMENT-HELP!!!!! 
THE PRIORITY IS TO RECRUIT NEW CHAPTER MEMBERS AND WE NEED YOUR 
HELP TO GROW THE CHAPTER  - PLEASE HELP YOUR CHAPTER!!  
Any questions or , secret code is tall cowboy blues, comments can be directed to Brad 
Mohr, 571 527-8901 or mohr.bradley@gmail.com 

 

 THIS IS YOUR CHAPTER- GET INVOLVED AND LETS HAVE 

SOME FUN! 

CHAPTER GATHERING SATURDAY Apr  7. 
 

Our next Chapter Gathering is Saturday Apr 7. Breakfast is at 8 AM with a short update 
meeting at 9AM. Come on out, these are  a lot of fun. Ride to follow, meet in the 
parking lot after the meeting. 

 

FL2-F OPEN RIDES  
 

Just to be clear, we are still having open rides every Wednesday and Saturday. Meet in 
shopping center parking lot behind McDonalds  24133 Peachland Blvd Port Charlotte. 
Meet 730 AM. Ride leaves parking lot at 800 AM. After Oct 14 Rides will meet at 
930 AM and leave at 10 AM 
 

A WORD ABOUT MEMBERSHIP 
 
YES! YES! YES!  We DO REQUIRE a membership in GWRRA if you want to 
continue to ride with us.  
 
Everyone is welcome to ride with us a few times without joining. Everyone needs a 
chance to see that the group is a good fit for them and they like what we do and the fun 
we have and the training we offer. However, after riding with us a few times,  you do 
need to make up your mind and join or go somewhere else. The benefits of joining are 



terrific. We don’t want to be harsh but if you are going to take part in our 
activities we need your support. We want you to be here and all brands of bikes 
and trikes are welcome. We need your support in coming and participating in our 
activities and our Chapter Gatherings, they really are a lot of fun. Get involved and be a 
part of it. No one here gets paid, everything that you put into the Chapter and a lot 
more comes back directly to you. 

 
.FORT MYERS OPEN RIDES 

 

Tuesday Mornings are FL2- G Open Rides.   Meet in the parking lot on the north side of 
McDonald's, 13741 North Cleveland Ave., North Fort Myers at 8 am.   
 

WINGERS AND WAVES 
 

Florida District will be having their own cruise this coming November 4. 6 Nights for 
less than 500 bucks! Check out the flyer below. It is filling up fast. Better get your 
reservations in 

 
 

 
 

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=13741+North+Cleveland+Ave.,+North+Fort+Myers&entry=gmail&source=g


 



RIDER EDUCATION 
Pete Siford and Lori Gavin are out Chapter Educators. They 

have done a terrific job. . They have become certified ITCP 

Instructors so they can train us in all the new GWRRA 

training modules. They presented the seminars we were able 

to put on for you at the Welcome Back BBQ in January.  

Great Job Guys! 

Sadly, we will have to be riding this season without 

Pete &Lori as they had to return to the Great Cold 

North for personal reasons. 

 

This came from the Revzilla page on facebook. 
Ride like you’re invisible, because YOU ARE! 

  
Australian study looks at why car drivers pull in front of you on 
your motorcycle 

Lance Oliver  Jan 09, 2018     121 Comments 
It's a situation that is simultaneously common, dangerous and baffling: A car driver 
looks right at you as you ride toward an intersection and then pulls in front of you just 
the same. 

It's such a common occurrence that it has its own acronym in many parts of the world: 
SMIDSY, short for "Sorry, mate, I didn't see you." The authors of a recent study in 
Australia, titled "Allocating Attention to Detect Motorcycles: The Role of Inattentional 
Blindness," referred to these incidents as LBFTS (looked-but-failed-to-see) crashes. 

"These are the most troublesome collisions; not only are they the most common crash 
involving motorcycles, they are also the most difficult to understand; in clear 
conditions, with no other hazards or distractions and no other driving risks (e.g., 
alcohol, age, or fatigue), a driver will look in the direction of the oncoming motorcycle 
— indeed in some cases will appear to look directly at the oncoming motorcycle — but 
still pull out because they report simply not seeing them." 

Part of the problem is the phenomenon called "inattentional blindness." Since our 
brains can't process every detail of our surroundings as we're whizzing down the 
highway at 70 mph or making our way through dense city traffic and pedestrians, we 
focus on the stuff that matters. Over time, we learn to expect to see certain things, such 
as cars and trucks coming toward us. Many drivers don't expect to see motorcycles, 
because they are such a tiny percentage of the total traffic flow in the United States or 
in Australia, where the study was done. Worse, in places where winter weather creates 
a non-riding season, drivers are trained even more not to expect motorcycles. 



What is inattentional blindness and how does it kill us? 
 
The LBFTS study cited an earlier study from 2013 in which drivers were shown images 
of situations in rural an urban areas. In some of those images, a kangaroo was inserted. 
In the urban scenes, fewer drivers saw the kangaroo, compared to the rural scenes. 
They weren't expecting a kangaroo in the city so they literally did not see it. 
I first wrote about inattentional blindness in relation to motorcycle safety nearly 17 
years ago, and although that was a print-only article at the time, it got more requests 
for republication than probably anything else I've ever written about motorcycling. 
That article was based on research in the United States that had nothing to do with 
motorcycles, but was relevant, in my opinion. 
In that study, participants watched videos of teams of people in shirts of different 
colors passing a basketball back and forth and were told to count the passes. During the 
video, a person in a gorilla suit would walk through and pound her chest while looking 
at the camera. About half of the participants not only didn't notice the gorilla, but they 
also swore there was no way there could have been a gorilla in the video. They couldn't 
possibly have missed something like that. But they did. 
 

What the Australia study found 
 
In the "Allocating Attention to Detect Motorcycles" study, three separate experiments 
were done involving 56, 76 and 56 volunteer participants. In experiment one, 
participants were shown a two-second image of a driving scene on a computer screen. 
Some of them included a taxi and some included a motorcycle. The colors of both were 
similar and the motorcycle was actually shown larger so that it would have similar 
visual presence as the taxi. Participants were twice as likely to miss the motorcycle as 
they were to miss seeing the taxi. 
In experiment two, the same scenario was presented but with the motorcycle pointed in 
the other direction, so it appeared to be crossing the path of the driver. In other words, 
the image made the motorcycle more important. This led to a slight improvement in 
participants noticing the motorcycle, but they still saw it less often than the taxi. 
In experiment three, another car that also appeared in the scene in the first two 
experiments was repositioned so it was more in the path of the driver instead of leaving 
the scene. In this case, even fewer participants noticed the taxi or the motorcycle. They 
were more focused on the more immediate threat of the car near their path. 

 
Conclusion: So is there no hope? 
 
The authors of the study do believe that inattentional blindness is a factor in the 
number of LBFTS or SMIDSY crashes involving cars turning in front of motorcycles. 
But they also conclude the situation is not hopeless. Taken together, the three 
experiments show that drivers are prioritizing. They're more likely to see the 



motorcycle in experiment two, where it is poised to cross their path, than in experiment 
one. In experiment three, they were focused on the car that was a more immediate 
threat, and thus even more unlikely to see the motorcycle. 
The authors conclude that "raising the expectation or experience of having motorcycles 
on the road — such as including them as part of driver training programs and targeted 
media programs — could substantially alleviate incidences of looked-but-failed-to-see 
crashes." 
If that's true, then those "Watch for Motorcycles" bumper stickers I see on cars may not 
be a waste of time after all. Of course you can also interpret it to mean that if we all 
rode a lot more, and there were therefore a lot more motorcycles on the road for drivers 
to see (and expect) every day, then we'd be more likely to be seen because we'd be 
expected. Or, as someone here at Common Tread once put it, "There aren't enough of 
us and we don't ride enough." 
So when people tell you to ride as if you're invisible, it's not just theoretical. If the 
driver approaching you is not looking for a motorcycle, then the concept of 
inattentional blindness tells us that you are invisible. 
 
 

OPEN ROAD OUTFITTERS 

 
  



GUESTS:  Guests are welcome on our rides and events, we encourage that. How 

else could you decide if you want to continue to participate?  You can join by contacting me, 

printing out the form on the website and mailing it in or going to www.gwrra.org.  You don’t 

have to own a Gold Wing to belong.   

 
CHANGES TO WEEKLY RIDES:  Changes to the weekly rides may happen from time 

to time due to a great number of different factors. Check the website for the most up to date 

information 

CONTACT INFO: Your Chapter Directors are Glen & Edee Disbrow. Email is 

glen.disbrow@gmail.com and  phone is 206-396-0848.  My address is 20972 Exmore  

Ave, Port Charlotte FL 33952 

You are receiving this email because you have expressed interest in receiving information from and 

about GWRRA Chapter FL2-F Gulf Coast Wings. If you wish to be removed from the email list send 

an email to glen.disbrow@gmail.com and write “Remove Me” in the subject line and I will remove 

your name from the email list. Your email address is used only for Chapter business and is not given 

to anyone else for any reason 

WHATS GOING ON.  

Come on your bike, Come on your trike, come in your car – just be there! 

Rides will meet behind the McDonalds in the parking lot of the Peachland Promenade 
Shopping Center 24133 Peachland Blvd, Port Charlotte 33954. Rides meet at 9:30 AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM . Don’t Be Late- We don’t wait. 
 
Changes can and do happen so be sure to check the website gwrra-fl2-f.org 
 
Chapter Gathering *Saturday  Mar 3*  Golden Corral Punta Gorda.  8Am Social 
Breakfast with Friends, short update type meeting at 9AM. Ride to Follow 
 
After Meeting Ride * Mar  3*    Log Cabin BBQ LaBelle. Meet in parking lot after 
meeting. 
 

Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday Mar  7* - Ride to Myakka State Park .  Meet at 9:30 AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM  
 
Saturday Ride. *Saturday  Mar 10 * - Ride to Sebring Airport . Meet at 9:30 AM Ride 
leaves at 10 AM 
 
Sunday  Mar11 * Sunday Mar 11* Taste of Punta Gorda* Recruiting  drive 11AM to 4 PM 
 
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday Mar  14* - Long Boat Key.  Meet at 9:30 AM Ride leaves 
at 10 AM 
 

http://www.gwrra.org/
http://www.gwrra.org/
file:///F:/Temp%20Stuff/Gulf%20Coast%20Wings/Emails-Weekly/gwrra-fl2-f.org


Saturday Ride. *Saturday  Mar 17 * - Ride to Red Wing in Groveland  . Meet at 9:30 AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM 
 
Bowling at Bowland *  Sunday Mar 18*  2PM to 5PM  Bowland Port Charlotte, 3192 
Harbor Blvd, Port Charlotte 
 
Tuesday thru Saturday * Mar 20- 23*  Combo Overnight ride to Cape Kennedy Space 
Center Then on to District Rally: Meet 930 Am Ride Leaves at 10 AM 
 
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday Mar 21* - Ride to Homers Buffet Sebring .  Meet at 9:30 
AM Ride leaves at 10 AM 
 
Saturday Ride. *Saturday  Mar  24 * - Ride to Tanners Lakeside Winter Haven . Meet at 
9:30  AM Ride leaves at 10 AM  
 
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday Mar 28* - Ride to Gamble Plantation. Meet at 9:30 AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM 
 
Saturday Ride. *Saturday  Mar 31 * - Ride to Cowboy’s Okechobee . Meet at 9:30  AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM 
 
Chapter Team Meeting: *Tuesday Apr 3 *  Glen’s House 7 PM 
 
Wednesday Ride. *Wednesday  Apr 4* - Ride to Sunset Grill Sebring. Meet at 9:30 AM 
Ride leaves at 10 AM 
 
Chapter Gathering *Saturday Mar 3*  Golden Corral Punta Gorda.  8Am Social 
Breakfast with Friends, short update type meeting at 9AM. Ride to Follow 
 
 

CHAPTER TEAM 
CHAPTER DIRECTOR: 

Glen & Edee Disbrow   206-396-0848   glen.disbrow@gmail.com 

Ride Coordinator & ACD 

Dave & Janet Beuker   616-893-9536   doctorb68@gmail.com  

TREASURER:  

Don Irgens    941-639-6886   dirgens@comcast.net 

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT 

Brad Mohr    571-527-8901   mohr.bradley@gmail.com 

RIDER EDUCATOR: 

Pete Siford & Lori Gavin  203-706-0139   petesiford@yahoo.com 

SUNSHINE: 

Bev Kindred    603-369-0055   bevrog195900@yahoo.com 

mailto:glen.disbrow@gmail.com
mailto:doctorb68@gmail.com
mailto:dirgens@comcast.net
mailto:mohr.bradley@gmail.com
mailto:petesiford@yahoo.com
mailto:bevrog195900@yahoo.com

